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Abstract:  Heterogeneous Technology Configurable Fabrics (HTCFs) are introduced as versatile and 
advantageous hybrid post-CMOS platforms for next-generation reconfigurable computing.  HTCFs 
assimilate the complementary roles of emerging and CMOS devices within an integrated reconfigurable 
array to impart field-programmable accessibility supporting both synthesis-time and run-time co-design 
among device technologies. Heterogeneous fabrics are comprised by a triad of emerging device blocks, 
CMOS logic blocks, and signal conversion blocks.  Emerging device blocks utilize the strengths of non-
volatile devices for non-charged based resistive/nanomagnetic storage to realize Look-Up Tables (LUTs), 
Configurable Logic Block (CLBs), and switching blocks. CMOS logic blocks, or other logic-optimized 
switching device technologies, realize functional elements such as adders and multipliers to facilitate 
complex functions.  Whereas the inter-device signal conversion requirements determined by the state-
holding and state-changing mechanisms of these device blocks differ, signal conversion blocks are also 
encapsulated within the fabric. Thus, devices that utilize a voltage-level representation, or alternatively 
magnetic orientation, having distinct switching mechanisms involving voltage, current, or magnetic fields 
undergo the transformations required for field-programmable accessibility. By considering programmable 
interconnect points integrated within a structured block, devices can be interconnected while retaining their 
intrinsic signal representations to realize diverse benefits. These include architecture-level advancements 
ranging from innovative resilience strategies to improved static versus dynamic energy profiles enabled by 
runtime configurability of HTCFs.  Their implications to enable fresh computing paradigms, facilitate new 
CAD tools for emerging devices, and realize low energy IoT platforms will be discussed. In summary, the 
opportunity for HTCFs to enable a new orthogonal dimension in reconfigurable and evolvable hardware will 
be emphasized. 
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